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Abstract 
 
 
In 2015, the Northern Chumash Tribal Council submitted a National Marine Sanctuary 
Nomination to establish the Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary– a means by which to 
ensure the protection of one of the most culturally and biologically diverse coastlines in the 
world. On October 5, 2015, John Armor of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) responded to the nomination, adding it to the inventory of areas NOAA 
may consider in the future for national marine sanctuary designation.  
 
In my thesis, I explore how the nomination of the Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary 
acts as a platform from which Traditional Ecological Knowledge can gain stature in the scientific 
sphere. Traditional Chumash knowledge has accumulated over generations of living within these 
particular environments and encompasses all forms of knowledge that have enabled the Chumash 
tribes to achieve stable livelihoods within their native environments. I argue that the adoption of 
an integrated socio-cultural understanding of Chumash modes of environmental stewardship can 
lead to a shift in the conservation practices of fragile ecosystems, protecting central California’s 
coastal waters and communities.  
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Preface 
 
 
I would like to preface this piece by explaining who I am and my position in regards to this body 
of work. 
 
My name is Arielle Ben-Hur, I was born on Wappinger territory in what we now commonly refer 
to as Connecticut. I am the daughter of Robin Bennett, second generation descendent of Russian 
and Lithuanian immigrants, raised in Lenape territory (Southern New Jersey) and Shlomo Ben-
Hur, first generation Israeli, son of Iraqi-Jewish immigrants. I was raised between the countries 
we now refer to as Germany, England and Switzerland before arriving and being hosted on 
Tongva land for my four years as a student at Pitzer College. 
 
My role as a white settler on this land, and the many lands I have had the privilege of calling 
home, has prompted me to work towards understanding and dismantling settler colonialism and 
its frameworks.  
 
This body of work discusses the many tribes we now collectively refer to as the Chumash 
people. I would like to emphasize that the knowledges shared within this piece are not my own, 
but rather, this thesis acts as a discussion and compilation of knowledges that have existed for 
millennia within traditional frameworks. These knowledges are living systems, practiced by the 
various tribes of the Chumash people. These knowledges continue to be held by the Chumash 
people, their lands and their waters. I am privileged and grateful to have had these ways of 
knowing shared with me. 
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Introduction 
 
In 2015, the Northern Chumash Tribal Council submitted a National Marine Sanctuary 
Nomination, in correspondence with a collection of organizations and individuals, including the 
Sierra Club and Surfrider Foundation. This nomination proposed to establish a Chumash 
Heritage National Marine Sanctuary– a means by which to ensure the protection of one of the 
most culturally and biologically diverse coastlines in the world. The proposed sanctuary would 
cover the waters off the coasts of San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara counties and protect vital 
areas between the existing Channel Islands and Monterey Bay marine sanctuaries.  
 The Office of National Marine Sanctuaries is the only federal agency directly mandated 
to conserve and manage special areas of the marine environment. The National Marine 
Sanctuaries Act, accompanied by site-specific legislation and regulations, provides the legal 
framework outlining the activities that are allowed or prohibited within the marine environment. 
The sanctuaries implement a permit system to regulate and oversee potentially harmful activities. 
The creation of the Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary would protect central 
California’s marine environment by prohibiting petroleum development and fracking, regulating 
sustainable fishing and gathering practices, and prohibiting seabed disturbances. 
The Northern Chumash Tribal Council, in their nomination of the Chumash Heritage 
National Marine Sanctuary, coined a term, aspiring to reshape the local and national relationship 
with the land and water of their native territory within the framework of global Indigenous 
practices of stewardship. “Thriveability” is described as a “balanced, complete, connected, all-
systems-are-go understanding,” an “inspirational model of development to work on behalf of all 
living and non-living beings” (Collins 2015: 1). This vision is one that encourages individuals to 
	7		
engage with societal issues rather than practicing complacency. Thriveability differs from 
sustainability in that it is an active, dynamic process of seeking to better what is for those who 
are to come, rather than sustaining that which is, in fear of what worsening conditions may lie 
ahead.  Thriveability combines fields of study such as traditional ecological knowledge, bio-
mimicry, developmental psychology and applied improvisation. It is a notion that builds upon 
itself– transcending sustainability by forming a system that is able to stretch resources further by 
reinvesting output back into the cycle as input, increasing potential energy and broadening 
possibility for a thriving ecosystem.  
As a Chumash modality, thriveability changes the global discourse on conservation from 
a Western-centric one to a global one, inclusive of Indigenous perspectives. The nomination of 
the Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary acts as a platform from which Traditional 
Ecological Knowledge can gain stature in the scientific sphere, offering alternative 
understandings of ecosystems. Chumash knowledge has been developed through generations of 
living within these particular environments. It encompasses multiple forms of knowledge, 
including skills, technologies, beliefs and practices that have enabled the Chumash tribes to 
achieve stable livelihoods within their native environments. The adoption of an integrated socio-
cultural understanding of Chumash modes of environmental stewardship can lead to a shift in the 
conservation practices of fragile ecosystems, protecting central California’s coastal waters and 
communities. 
The National Marine Sanctuary System is a system comprised of various national marine 
sanctuaries that are protected waters that include habitats such as rocky reefs, kelp forests, deep-
sea canyons, and underwater archaeological sites. The system currently includes fourteen 
national marine sanctuaries and the Papahānaumokuākea National Marine Monument. Three of 
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these sanctuaries are located in what we now identify as California. Only one of the fourteen 
sanctuaries was created in collaboration with an Indigenous people– the Olympic Coast National 
Marine Sanctuary in Washington State was established in collaboration with the Hoh, Makah, 
Quileute Tribes and the Quinault Indian Nation. The Papahānaumokuākea Marine National 
Monument of Hawai’i is now in part managed by the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, a 
constitutionally established body and separate state entity responsible for representing the 
interests of the Native Hawaiian community pertaining to activities in the monument, including 
Native Hawaiian traditional rights and practices exercised for subsistence, cultural and religious 
purposes (NOAA et al. 2019). 
In establishing the Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary, its coastal waters could 
be protected from oil and gas exploration and production, which includes seismic testing. On 
October 5, 2015, John Armor of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
responded to the nomination, emphasizing that the nomination meets the national significance 
criteria and management considerations and will be added to the inventory of areas that NOAA 
may consider in the future for national marine sanctuary designation. 
 
Literature Review 
  
In this literature review I will examine efforts and frameworks for respectfully and appropriately 
integrating Indigenous and western-scientific knowledges and approaches in order to better 
manage natural resources and effectively build cultural foundations for ecological conservation 
and resilience. 
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Interest in integrating or combining traditional/ Indigenous knowledge and western-scientific 
knowledge is grounded in what have been described by ecological scholars Erin Bohensky and 
Yiheyis Maru as its three primary ‘lines of argument’ (Bohensky & Maru 2011): 1) traditional/ 
Indigenous knowledges are essential for maintaining biological and cultural diversity globally 
(Maffi 2001), 2) traditional/ Indigenous knowledges fill gaps in the understanding of the 
environment that scientific knowledge cannot, contributing invaluable information to resource 
management (Baker and Mutitjulu Community 1992), 3) recognizing traditional/ Indigenous 
knowledges in the natural resource sphere falls in tandem with exercising social justice, 
sovereignty and autonomy of Indigenous peoples (Agrawal 1995, Aikenhead and Ogawa 2007). 
Indigenous scholars have taken it upon themselves to define Indigenous knowledge in 
response to the growing interest and continued attempts of defining Indigenous knowledge by 
non-Indigenous scholars (Benfer & Furbee, 1996). Erica-Irene Daes, the United Nations 
Working Group on Indigenous Populations Chairman-Rapporteur from 1982-2006, shared that 
the “heritage of an Indigenous people is not merely a collection of objects, stories and 
ceremonies, but a complete knowledge system with its own concepts of epistemology, 
philosophy, and scientific and logical validity” (Daes 1994). This definition has been considered 
by Rudolph Ryser, and various other scholars, as both a working policy definition and a 
scholarly definition of Indigenous knowledge due to its ability to be applied generally across 
different Indigenous knowledge systems. When applied as a definition for a specific Indigenous 
people, this definition is of limited value. Its shortcomings lie in the inability to comprehend a 
specific body of knowledge. The United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) combines this 
broader understanding and approach with the specificity and recognition of the variety of 
Indigenous knowledge systems that exist. When addressed for policy, the UNEP defined 
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Indigenous knowledge as such: ‘the knowledge that an Indigenous community accumulates over 
generations of living in a particular environment encompassing all forms of knowledge including 
skills, technologies, beliefs and practices that enable the community to achieve stable livelihoods 
in its native environment’ (Ryser 2011). The UNEP emphasizes that Indigenous knowledge is 
unique to every culture and society and considered a part of local knowledge in that it is 
embedded in a particular community’s rituals, relationships, community practices and 
institutions and situated within broader cultural traditions (Ryser 2011). Indigenous knowledge 
adapts and develops in symbiosis with changing environments. It is a dynamic knowledge 
system and adheres to change. 
Western scientists and academics have attempted to define Indigenous knowledge, 
though their exploration is often rooted in understandings of western-centric scientific 
knowledge and largely focuses on the differences between Indigenous ways of knowing and 
scientific ways of knowing (Durie 2005). Modern scientific knowledge is described as analytical, 
quantitative, purely rational and reductionist and is rooted in a dualistic worldview in which the 
natural realm and human realm are separate, a view that is not aligned with understandings and 
practices of Indigenous ways of knowing (Omura 2005). 
Many western scholars are skeptical of Indigenous Knowledge. The International Council 
of Scientists Unions (ICSU) has taken the stance that Indigenous knowledge cannot be 
assembled. The ICSU claims that Indigenous knowledge differs from scientific knowledge in 
that it is place based, localized and diverse (Grenier 1998), thus deemed incommensurable and 
incapable of validation by common standards (ICSU).  
There are three main schools of thought regarding the differences encompassing 
scientific knowledge and Indigenous knowledge; the first school of thought emphasizes the 
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differences in the subject matters researched between the two, the second argues that Indigenous 
knowledge is more deeply rooted in the environments of given communities and that the 
differences between Indigenous and scientific knowledge exist largely on contextual grounds, 
and the third school of thought explores the differences in methodologies used to conduct 
research for each knowledge system. Political scientist, Arun Agrawal, however, argues that in 
reality, none of these distinctions can be defended, as a substantial difference between the two 
knowledge systems does not exist (Agrawal 1995). 
Semali and Kincheloe state that traditional communities certainly possess another form of 
knowledge that is different from westernized society. The two scholars argue, however, that the 
underlying focus in distinguishing between the two knowledge systems should not be on the 
system’s specific knowledge, but the system’s generation of knowledge. The essential difference 
of Indigenous knowledge lies in the long-term continuation of a system that has exemplified the 
ability to generate knowledge that is different than the knowledge generated by a western-centric 
scientific knowledge system– a system that offers alternative solutions to local challenges 
(Semali & Kincheloe 1999). 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous scholars, organizational doctrines and institutions offer 
definitions of Indigenous and traditional knowledge, a common understanding is held however 
that a single definition has yet to materialize (Gadgil & Berkes 1991) (Rÿser 2011). Definitions 
of the terms have largely depended upon the intended use of their study. Authors have 
consciously taken distance from specificity in order to encompass knowledge systems practiced 
by Indigenous peoples globally (Berkes 1993). 
 Groundbreaking Maori scholar, Linda Tuhiwai Smith, argues that with the 
Enlightenment, the true establishment of the positional superiority of western-knowledge came 
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into effect. Whilst colonialism opened up new pathways for the exploitation of materials on an 
economic level, on a cultural level, experiences, ideas and images of Indigenous societies- the 
Other- helped Europe distinguish itself from the rest. Notions of ‘the Other’ were emphasized 
through the framework of Enlightenment philosophies and the scientific ‘discoveries’ of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Contemporary scientific knowledge continues to operate 
within this framework and perpetuates Indigenous peoples and societies as the objects of 
research whilst western scholars are described as the ‘collectors’ of knowledge. Smith 
emphasizes how colonialism is not only rooted in the collection of knowledge, but in its ‘re-
arrangement, re-presentation and re-distribution’ (Smith 2012: 65). As Maurice Bazin reveals in 
‘Our Sciences, Their Science’, according to European ‘collectors’, the Indigenous communities, 
the objects of research, contributed nothing to the research itself. Instead, traditional and 
Indigenous knowledge systems, their technologies, socio-cultural codes and structures were 
regarded as ‘new discoveries’ by Western science. 
The imperialization of knowledge systems led to the creation of academic disciplines and 
fields of knowledge. Historian and post-colonial theorist Robert Young argues that Hegel 
perpetuates a philosophical structure simulating the project of nineteenth-century imperialism in 
which the ‘Other’ is appropriated as a form of knowledge. The geographic and economic 
absorption of the non-European world by the West is informed by the construction of 
knowledges operating through forms of expropriation (Young 2004: 71). Disciplines are 
regarded not only as a means by which to organize systems of knowledge, but a way of 
organizing people. Foucault argued that discipline in the eighteenth century became a ‘formula 
of domination’. According to Linda Tuhiwai Smith, the colonizing of the ‘Other’ through 
discipline has led to the exclusion, marginalization and denial of Indigenous ways of knowing. 
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Such erasure, through separation and compartmentalization, informed the annexation of 
Indigenous lands– separating peoples from their traditional places (Smith 2012:71). 
Not all scholars view efforts to integrate Indigenous and western-scientific knowledge 
systems as appropriate, possible, or just. Anthropologist Paul Nadasdy criticized the “project of 
integration” of traditional knowledge and science, exclaiming that its central assumption of 
traditional knowledge conforming to western conceptions about knowledge is deeply flawed. 
Indigenous knowledges have historically been and continue to be sustained by Indigenous 
peoples as living systems. Nadasdy explains that integration too often ignores the role of power 
relations between Indigenous peoples and the state, ultimately serving scientists and the state and 
ignoring the needs of Indigenous knowledge holders (Nadasdy 1999). Bohensky and Maru 
suggest reframing integration as “a process in which the originality and core identity of each 
individual knowledge system remains valuable in itself, and is not diluted through its 
combination with other types of knowledge”, thus establishing a means by which Indigenous 
knowledge systems and holders keep their integrity (Bohensky & Maru 2011).  
 In recent years, much of the literature advocating for the integration of knowledge has 
revolved around the theme of resilience. Resilience does not carry a universal definition, 
however it is described by Walker et al. as ‘the capacity of a system to experience shocks while 
retaining essentially the same function, structure, feedbacks, and therefore identity’ (Walker et 
al. 2006). Redman and Kinzig define the concept of resilience as the ability to remain flexible, 
including recognizing that systems and environments are continually changing and thus must be 
adapted to and relearned (Redman & Kinzig 2003). Social and ecological resilience can be built 
through the implementation of co-management practices in integrating knowledge systems 
(Plummer and Armitage 2007). As Folke et. al explain, management of complexity and 
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uncertainty in social- ecological systems can greatly benefit through combining diverse types of 
knowledge (Folke et al. 2005). Nadasdy argues that the resilience basis for knowledge 
integration perpetuates existing unequal power relations (Bohensky & Maru 2011). Where many 
approaches to knowledge integration are rooted in continuing operation through existing 
frameworks, resilience theory offers new ways in which to address complex socio-ecological 
challenges. A resilience view of knowledge integration identifies opportunity in the flux of 
worldviews that breed complexity, offering an opportunity to revisit and evaluate prior 
paradigms and collectively construct new global models (Houde 2007). 
Eamer (2006) and Huntington (2000) speak to collaborative approaches as a framework 
for resilience, in which co-management practices are established during the preliminary stages of 
any given project. Collaborative ethnobiological databasing (Edwards & Heinrich 2006) 
indicates what such a framework of integration might look like. Collective approaches such as 
the Alaska Beluga Whale Committee (Huntington 2000) and the Arctic Borderlands co-op 
(Eamer 2006) also speak to the possible outcomes of co-management. Roth (2004) addresses the 
western-scientific sphere and exclaims that it should refrain from viewing itself as a replacement 
for local knowledge but should rather identify itself as complementary to existing traditional 
knowledge systems. Other scholars suggest identifying problems locally where they occur before 
subsequently identifying their global relevance (Ishizawa 2006). In southern Africa, co-
management has led to the creation of policies that emphasize community participation and 
cross-sectoral integration. The community-based natural resource management program in 
Botswana, involving the contribution of local communities to decisions pertaining to wildlife and 
harvesting (Madzwamuse & Fabricius 2004) and the National Forests Act of 1998 in South 
Africa, which encourages local communities to participate in forest management and 
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conservation practices, both exemplify successful collaboration of knowledge systems in solving 
global issues at a regional scope. 
Integrated conservation, decentralization and planning that is sensitive to local cultural 
values and institutions are key in the formation of successful new global models (Mauro and 
Hardison 2000). Houde argues that co-management practices must be organized in such a way 
that Indigenous communities are involved from the initial stages of decision-making processes. 
The participation of Indigenous communities should not be limited to impact assessments of 
projects, but should take place when multiple futures are still possible. With the involvement of 
Indigenous communities at a strategic planning level, Indigenous control of traditional 
knowledge is exercised. Focus on learning about the systems being managed, and the needs and 
values of Indigenous knowledge holders is necessary. Houde explains that in order to achieve 
successful co-management, flexible legal frameworks need to be put in place that have space to 
adapt and change over time (Houde 2007). 
Mauro and Hardison emphasize the importance of understanding international law and 
policy pertaining to Indigenous Knowledge and its associated rights. They stress that scientists 
engaging with Indigenous knowledge must seek to educate themselves on its local, regional and 
global context (Mauro & Hardison 2000). Other scholars note that the definition of Indigenous 
Knowledge in law and policy derives from western presumption and worldview (Davis 2006). In 
order for co-management and resilience to be effective, space must be created within national 
and international laws and policies ‘for inscribing Indigenous forms of cultural practice and 
through pluralistic approaches to legislative and policy development’ (Bohensky and Maru 
2011).  
	16		
Joe Bryan underlines the colonizing tendencies inherent to the use of cartographic and 
digital technologies used in the mapping of Indigenous territories. He explains that Indigenous 
peoples currently have a choice to “map or be mapped” (Bryan 2009: 24). Bryan argues that 
frameworks of self-mapping and identifying could profoundly shift the standardized colonial 
geographical understanding of the world and play a role in the greater frameworks for 
negotiating and integrating different knowledge systems (Bryan 2009). 
In integrating, or combining knowledge systems, there is a need to ensure that the issues 
addressed and knowledges applied are foremost important to the Indigenous peoples of that 
place. As Brosius (2006) explains, Indigenous communities must be engaged on social, political 
and ecological levels in order to ensure the protection of the intended recognition and application 
of those knowledges. 
 
Methodology 
 
The information within this body of work has been compiled through various primary 
and secondary sources. Much of the primary source information was obtained through interviews 
held over the course of three months. Before initiating the interview process, permission was 
obtained by the International Review Board. The individuals interviewed were chosen based on 
their involvement in current campaigns and/or efforts in conserving the central Californian 
coast. In order to gain a multi-faceted understanding of the efforts being taken, individuals 
representing various tribal and non-tribal governmental and non-governmental agencies and 
organizations were contacted via email and telephone. Twelve individuals were contacted, ten 
responded, and three individuals were interviewed. Each individual contacted was provided with 
a breakdown of the thesis exploration and an interview consent form. Both oral and written 
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consents were obtained before initiating each of the formal interviews. All of the interviews were 
held over the telephone and were prompted by various guiding questions. Each interview was 
recorded and transcribed. 
Other primary sources consulted include historic landscape maps, historical journal 
entries and first hand reports, many of which were drawn and written by Spanish missionaries 
and, later, American settlers. It is important to note that these sources were produced by 
individuals who partook in the displacement and genocide of native Californian peoples and the 
disruption of their environments. First hand recounts of the ecological and socio-cultural 
environments of these places by the Spanish and American missionaries and settlers are rooted in 
a colonial framework and understanding of nature, culture and society. In order to rectify 
understanding these landscapes from a purely imperial perspective, oral traditions such as 
storytelling, are also included, providing necessary cultural context to the study. Archeological 
surveys have also provided much knowledge for this exploration, pertaining to historic and 
prehistoric Chumash settlements and culture, with the uncovering of over one hundred sacred 
burial sites and traditional villages and the locating of traditional rock art and excavated crafts. 
In addition to primary sources, an array of secondary sources also informed this thesis. 
Academic articles and books were consulted, relating to Indigenous land management practices, 
Chumash heritage and culture, the ecological, socio-cultural and historical contexts of central 
California, and models and methods of Indigenous - non-Indigenous co-management. Sources 
written by Indigenous scholars were foremost consulted and supplemented by the works and 
studies of non-Indigenous scholars. 
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Chapter 1: The Wilderness, Indigenous Land Management and Ecology 
 
There is often a misconception that first peoples or Indigenous peoples, did not traditionally alter 
the environments they inhabited. In common western understandings of nature and space, a 
boundary is created between humans and their environment. According to Indigenous knowledge 
systems and understandings of nature, this distinction does not exist– an individual is one with 
their surroundings. The very notion of existing within a space, however, means that one alters it. 
Whether it be through breath, harvesting practices or hunting, human influence within an 
ecosystem is natural.  
Ecologist and ethno botanist, M Kat. Anderson discusses the importance of human life in 
shaping California’s natural landscape. She shares that had California been devoid of humans 
during the Holocene, the state’s composition, structure, and distribution of vegetation would 
appear very different– various plants, and animals such as the island fox of the Channel Islands 
would not exist. For the species that would still exist, their habitable ranges would be far less 
expansive. Many of the natural features of California’s landscape are not ‘natural’, but rather, the 
product of ‘deliberate human action’ (Anderson 2005: 155). James Barry, a Sierra Miwok and 
senior state park ecologist explains that “the more research that’s done on reconstructing fire 
histories and stand structures of ancient forests, the more obvious it is that Indian burning crafted 
the structure and composition of pre-Eurasian (contact) vegetation in Mediterranean climates 
throughout California” (Anderson 2005: 155). 
Similar can be said for California’s marine environments. Marine fauna and flora 
populations were traditionally observed, regulated, at times exploited and remediated. 
Traditional Chumash fishing practices evolved and changed with a changing climate. Over time, 
available resources shifted, inspiring new models of marine ecosystem management. Periods of 
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exploitation took place during times of distinct technological evolution, however impacts were 
dampened due to ecosystem observation and monitoring. Mussel shells uncovered at excavated 
historical Chumash village sites indicate cyclical periods of species decline and rebound. 
Archaeological and ethnographic evidence suggests that the periodic movement of village 
locations also helped mediate human impacts on local and regional fish and shellfish populations 
(Rick et al. 2008: 77-94). Local availability influenced what species of fish and shellfish were 
used and preferred in any given place along the coastal Chumash communities (Lepofsky & 
Caldwell 2013). Fish populations were monitored and temporary bans on the fishing of certain 
species were enacted in order for their respective populations to reach a stable size before 
resuming their predation. Records show that the Chumash traditionally fished up the foodweb, 
instead of down the foodweb, keeping fish population sizes more stable. The human induced 
population control of predatory species, such as the sea otter, further enabled the creation of 
highly productive fisheries, such as those of the red abalone (Rick et al. 2008: 77-94). It is 
understood that seaweeds, kelps, and other marine plants helped sustain island Chumash 
populations, either as staples or as supplemental food sources during times of insecurity. Use and 
consumption of these various marine plants played a significant role in sustaining Chumash 
villages and communities during periods of population growth (Ainis et al. 2019). 
Early explorers, missionaries and settlers were stunned by California’s magnificent 
landscapes and marine environments. The landscapes and waters they found so remarkable were 
in part shaped and renewed by the land and marine management practices of their Indigenous 
peoples. Anderson explains that many of the biologically richest habitats of California were not 
in actuality climax communities at the time of Euro-American arrival and settling, but rather, 
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“mosaics of various stages of ecological succession. She explains that “some of the most 
productive and carefully managed habitats were in fact Indian Artifacts” (Anderson 2005: 156).  
Euro-American perceptions of nature and wilderness contrasted greatly with notions of 
managing the landscape. During the missionization and settlement eras, Native Americans were 
forcefully removed from their homelands and lands they had managed for centuries. This forced 
removal was further perpetuated through the creation of the national park system, designation of 
national forests and national monuments. By the end of the nineteenth century, Indian Removal 
(and the General Allotment Act) had provided non-Indigenous tourists with access to the 
‘pristine wilderness’ they sought, free of the people native to these lands. In contrast with earlier, 
biblical understandings of the wilderness being a place tormented by the devil, these natural 
spaces were now ‘virgin places of rebirth’– clean, pure wilderness, where non-Indigenous men 
like John Muir exercised supremacy by declaring the natural homes of thousands as national 
parks. Muir grounded the act of displacing entire peoples on the basis that they embodied the 
opposite of the pristine nature he so admired. In journal entries, Muir described how he was 
appalled by the ‘uncleanliness’ of the people who lived in symbiosis for thousands of years with 
the lands he so strongly sought to preserve, but in essence exploited (Merchant 2003).  
As the natural environment and landscapes of California became subject to categorization 
as wilderness, the settlers enacted an unnatural separation from the land. Indigenous 
communities were removed and the ‘American Eden’ became a colonized Eden. With the control 
of the ‘wild’, American settlers and western societies enforced a relationship of Self and Other– 
the Self being those that exported their science, technologies, and methods of controlling 
resources to the Other. The Other being colonized Indigenous people who were outside the 
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newly controlled, managed garden of the colonizers. The original stewards of the land were now 
not admitted into the enclosed space of the reinvented garden (Spivak 1995) (Merchant 2003). 
It was not the ‘wilderness’ that struck John Muir and the many writers and painters that were in 
awe of their environment, but the cultural landscape of California’s native peoples. Real 
biological change was produced by Indigenous peoples’ investment in tending to the land and 
waters. Significant features of various ecosystems may have developed due to human 
intervention– leading many plant communities to become dependent on ongoing human 
activities (Blackburn & Anderson 1993). Certain plant communities relied upon human tending 
and use for continued renewal and fertility. The necessary management of the land and water for 
the support of human populations allowed also for increased biodiversity and productivity of the 
land and water themselves. As California’s native peoples were removed and displaced from 
their homelands to missions and reservations, central California’s ecosystems experienced a 
gradual decline of diversity and capability of thriving. 
Many recounts of early settlers describe the ‘wilderness’ in ways that suggest human 
intervention. Dr. Lafayette Bunnell described Native Californians as ‘Nature’s landscape 
gardeners’. The valley of what is now known as Yosemite National Park appeared to him as a 
“well kept park”. He observed how the forest’s undergrowth was kept down by annual fires, and 
its soil kept moist, facilitating the search for game. According to common European rationale 
and understanding however, only pristine, unused nature was capable of holding such beauty. 
The notion of human intervention leading to the beauty and diversity of a given landscape was 
not commonly entertained. Western settlers were often ignorant as to the benefits and necessity 
of Indigenous landscape management practices. 
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During the twentieth century, two major academic models characterized the effects of the 
natural environment on Native Californian cultures. The first of these traditions was heavily 
influenced by American anthropologist, Alfred L. Kroeber. Kroeber suggested that most 
Indigenous Californian peoples were in essence immune from true hardship due to the natural 
abundance of the lands they inhabited. He emphasized how “if one supply failed, there were a 
hundred others to fall back upon” (Kroeber 1976). 
Kroeber argued that in most of California, the climate was manageable, food sources 
abundant and the human population relatively dense for a population not practicing organized 
agriculture. He shared that if cultural progress was quiet, “it was not because of nature’s 
adversity but rather because challenge (…) was feeble and response mild.” In Handbook of the 
Indians of California, Kroeber describes the Chumash people in similar terms– illustrating a 
society in which marine life is exceptionally rich, the climate ideal, and every condition within 
the environment working in favor of the unusual concentration of population among a people. He 
labeled the Chumash as a people “living directly upon nature” (Kroeber 1976). Such depictions 
constrained Indigenous peoples to being comparatively simple and passive. Indigenous 
Californians through such a framework were presented almost universally as primitive and 
inoffensive– communities within a natural paradise of hunter-gatherers. The depiction by non-
Indigenous scholars of Indigenous peoples as primitive in such a manner sparked much curiosity. 
Mark Raab would describe this curiosity as having been rooted in a mixture of “pity and disgust” 
(Raab 2005: 28). 
The minimalist, passive, racist image of native Californian culture has dramatically 
shifted since the 1950s, largely as a result of significant developments in American academia. 
Ecology emerged as a new investigative field. Anthropologists began entertaining studies 
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pertaining to ecology as a framework for examining patterns of cultural behavior in relation to 
ecological conditions. By the 1960s, anthropological research on hunter-gatherers was being 
revitalized. Cultural ecology was an established program within American archaeological and 
anthropological study. Ethnographers began to move in with Indigenous communities, observing 
firsthand how they interacted with their natural environments. Through such work, 
anthropological thought and understanding about hunter-gatherer cultures was radically 
reshaped. Man the Hunter, a collection of papers presented at a symposium in 1966 on research 
done among the hunting and gathering peoples of the world, portrayed foragers as affluent 
people. This affluence was a description of the highly effective adaptive nature of Indigenous 
hunter-gatherer societies to their respective ecosystems. With an acknowledgement of change 
and adaptability to it, citizens of such societies successfully yield a living with less work than 
their counterparts in industrially driven societies. As archeologist Robert Kelly argues, this 
characterization has been adopted and transformed into a stereotype in which hunter-gatherers 
are presented as having adaptive tendencies ingrained within them that allow for the precise 
knowledge and selection for an optimal balance between modes of economic production, 
population size, and compatibility with the natural environment. 
The shift in anthropological thinking from the regard of hunter-gatherer cultures as 
simple and primitive to a more grounded understanding of Indigenous societies and cultural 
ecology brought upon an entirely new and scientifically compatible field, emphasizing the 
adaptive success of hunter-gatherer societies. 
Where Kroeber and his colleagues envisioned ‘paradise’ by default, more recent theorists 
envision paradise by design. Kroeber assumed that prehistoric native populations were too small 
and their technology too primitive to have any significant impact on their natural environments. 
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This understanding of passive Indigenous societies has been replaced by recognition of 
Indigenous peoples as active agents in environmental control. Brian D. Haley and Larry R. 
Wilcoxon note that many anthropologists and individuals regard Native American peoples as 
instinctive preservationists. Preservation however, exudes a sense of stagnancy, of keeping 
something as it is. Haley and Wilcoxon discuss how the Chumash of today are prominent 
spokespeople for the environment and that “they have lived in balance with their surroundings 
for thousands of years, and they realize that this balance must be maintained if cultures are to 
survive and prosper”. As the natural environment changes however, the balance shifts, and so 
maintaining the environment is active in essence. Haley and Wilcoxon describe how the 
Chumash people continue their cultural and spiritual relationship with their traditional lands 
whilst “embracing the issues that affect their life as twentieth-century Americans” (Haley & 
Wilcoxon 1997). 
The field of historical ecology has reconstructed interactions between Indigenous peoples 
and the natural environment. The area of study relies on the compilation, analysis and 
interpretation of findings from plant ecology, paleoecology, archeology, pyrodendrochronology, 
and other disciplines to identify biomes, specific biotic resources and ecosystem types that were 
likely to be influenced by historic and prehistoric Indigenous management practices (Anderson 
2005: 159). Chester King, cultural-ecological theorist presents a model of Indigenous landscape 
management in which mountain settings are identified as fields, and the plants collected there as 
crops (King et al. 1994). According to Raab, it has become “fairly common to attribute a high 
degree of positive environmental manipulation and quasi-agricultural food production to groups 
such as the Chumash” (Raab 2005: 31). 
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Plant geographers have suggested that vegetation evolution and distribution in California 
has been largely influenced by human activity. Prior to the European introduction of invasive 
fauna and flora, controlled burns were administered by the Chumash as a means by which to 
maintain a park-like landscape with grass and scattered oak trees. Descriptions by Fr. Juan 
Crespí of the Portola expedition in 1769 recount the landscape of the central Californian coast in 
depth. His descriptions of the coastal sage scrub and chaparral communities establish these 
vegetation types to have been considerably less extensive than they are today. The mountains 
between Tajiguas and Gaviota were described as covered with grasses, where today, chaparral 
thrives (Timbrook et al. 1982). 
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Chapter 2: Pre-Settler Chumash History and Culture 
 
Chumash “Origins” 
The following is an adaptation of the Chumash creation story as told by Chumash Elder Julie 
Tumamait-Stenslie. 
 
In the beginning, Hutash, Earth Mother, buried the seeds of a magical plant on Limuw. These 
seeds grew into a mighty plant, a mighty plant from which humans sprung forth. These humans 
were created to inhabit the island of Limuw. Hutash’s husband, Alchupo’osh (Sky Snake) saw 
that the people of Limuw were cold. Alchupo’osh created lightning bolts with his tongue and 
shared with the people the gift of fire, shooting a bolt of lightning to the ground. The people 
gratefully tended to the fire. With it, cooking their food and keeping themselves warm. With 
their warmth and food, the people prospered and their villages began to grow. More and more 
children were born.  And with each child, the village grew louder. Hutash grew irritated with the 
noise of the people. She decided it was time for the people to move-on. On to another place, a 
place where there was enough room for them to spread and continue to prosper.  
Hutash gathered the people and led them to the top of Se’wut, Limuw’s highest 
mountain. As the people climbed to the top, they found a Wishtoyo, a rainbow, stretching from 
Limuw across the horizon to Tzchimoos, the tallest mountain of Mishopshno. Hutash explained 
to the people that the Wishtoyo was a bridge, a bridge they were to take to a new land. This new 
land they would step foot on was to become their home. The people of the Limuw slowly began 
to cross the Wishtoyo, but many grew dizzy and fearful. A thick fog surrounded the rainbow, 
making it difficult for the people to see what lay below. Through the mist, they could not find the 
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ocean. The crossing was challenging. Many fell and cried to Hutash for help. Taking pity, 
Hutash protected these people. As they fell, she transformed them into dolphins so that they may 
continue to live, and breathe underwater. The dolphins sprung from the water, brothers and 
sisters of the people of Limuw. Those who crossed but did not fall made their way to 
Mishopshno. Others of the village stayed behind and continued to prosper quietly on Limuw. 
The land of Mishopshno was vast, with coast spanning far above and below. People of the once 
large villages of Limuw spread along the coastline, forming small villages along the edge of the 
mainland (Tumamait-Stenslie 2014). 
With time, and settler occupation of native lands, these places of origin and creation have 
been re-named. Limuw, to many, is now known as Santa Cruz Island, the largest of the eight 
Channel Islands archipelago. An island of soft sand beaches, sea caves and coves. The island’s 
native ecology includes communities of coastal sage scrub, chaparral, oak woodland and bishop 
pine. Island foxes, with grey heads and hues of orange painting their sides, feed on local insects, 
birds, eggs, crabs, lizards and deer mice (Moore & Collins 1995). The island scrub jay, brightly 
colored, caches acorns of its surrounding oak in the fall and continues feeding through to spring 
(Henshaw 1886). Island Manzanita, a shrub endemic to Limuw, has waxy reddish bark and dense 
clusters of urn-shaped inflorescences when in bloom (Natureserve 2019). 
Amongst the people of Limuw, those we now know as the Chumash tribes, there are 
varying opinions as to the exact location of Tzchimoos. It is frequently referred to as the tallest 
mountain of Mishopshno, Carpinteria, a mountain likely to be known as Mount Diablo in post 
colonial language. 
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Map 1: Traditional Chumash village map created by John R. Johnson for the National Park Service  
 
Archeological evidence indicates that there has been human presence in the northern 
Channel Islands for thousands of years. In 1994, research conducted by Erlandson concluded that 
differing communities of Chumash have lived in the Santa Barbara Channel for roughly 9,000 
years (Dart-Newton & Erlandson 1994). More recent research hypothesizes that the Chumash 
were part of the initial peopling of the Americas. Johnson and Lorenz (2006) provide 
mitochondrial DNA evidence for antiquity of the Chumash in this region. Human remains from 
the Arlington Springs site (SRI-173) on Santa Rosa Island have yielded dates 11,000 cal BC 
(Johnson et al.: 2002). Approximately 148 historic village sites have been uncovered and 
identified on the Channel Islands; two on Tuqan (San Miguel Island), eight on Wi’ma (Santa 
Rosa Island) and eleven on Limuw (Santa Cruz Island). The island Chumash, such as those who 
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remained on Limuw, were referred to as the Mi-tcú-mac or MiChumash, “makers of shell bead 
money”.  
John Wesley Powell of the Bureau of American Ethnology chose the name ‘Chumashan’ 
to designate a linguistic stock from California’s central coast. The different Chumash groups 
spoke a variety of what is referred to by linguists as “Hokan” language, including languages 
spoken by the Salinan, Esselen, Pomo, Yuma and Washo. This designation acts as the first 
grouping of these peoples, exhibiting the participation of western anthropology in the 
establishment of Chumash identity and tradition. Powell himself explains that ‘‘there appears to 
have been no appellation in use among them to designate themselves as a whole people’’ (Powell 
1891: 67).  
The various tribes we now refer to uniformly as the Chumash people never unified into a 
single overarching polity prior to their complete incorporation into the Spanish mission system. 
There were multiple distinguishable group identities among the Chumash, related to region, 
village and language (Heizer 1952). There were six major Chumashan languages– Ventureño, 
Barbareño, Cruzeño, Ineseño, Purisimeño, and Obispeño– each distinct from one another. Pre-
missionization, regional cultural differences were prevalent. In Handbook of Indians of 
California, American cultural anthropologist Alfred Louis Kroeber defined the Chumash in 
terms of a contact-era climax culture, framing them spatially by assigning them to a “Chumash 
territory” (Kroeber 1976). This further institutionalized the use of the term ‘Chumash’ in 
identifying a population or culture in Central California. 
Santa Cruz Island is believed to have supported a permanent population of roughly 1,200 
inhabitants. Swaxil, located on the southeast coast of the island, was known to be the largest of 
the Limuw’s villages and is now referred to as Scorpion Ranch, post-colonial occupation. The 
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villages of Nanawani, Hichimin, Kahas, Shawa, Liyam Ch’oloshush, L’alale, L’akayuma, 
Lu’upsh and Maschal have also been identified and renamed. 
There is evidence that the Chumash people have inhabited the region for more than ten 
thousand years. It is believed that at one time, Chumash territory encompassed 7,000 square 
miles, spanning from the beaches of Malibu (Humaliwu) to Paso Robles and inland to the 
western edge of the San Joaquin Valley and offshore on the northern Channel Islands of Tuqan 
(San Miguel), Limuw (Santa Cruz), Wi’ma (Santa Rosa), and Anyapax (Anacapa). 
The Chumash have a long-standing history of acknowledging their interdependency with 
the land and sea. Traditionally, they sustained themselves by hunting, gathering and fishing. The 
coastal mainland and northern Channel Islands are associated with six cultural periods of 
Indigenous maritime tradition, from the Paleoindian Period to the Late Period (missionization). 
 
 
Historic Land, Water and Resource Management 
 
The Santa Barbara Channel is a Mediterranean climate. It is typically cool and wet in the winter 
and hot and dry in the summer. In the interior regions, where the Santa Ynez Mountains 
dominate the landscape, greater temperature fluctuations occur. The juxtaposition of the East-
West-trending Santa Ynez Mountains to the north and Pacific Ocean to the south protects the 
traditional mainland coastal region of the Chumash from extreme weather conditions found in 
the interior valleys (Erlandson 1994:23).  
Numerous seasonal and perennial streams bisect the coastal plain. These greatly affect 
the breadth of the plain along the Santa Barbara Channel shore. The more populous historic 
Chumash settlements were located within the larger canyons on the mainland coast where 
perennial streams and estuaries were situated. Estuary systems at Goleta, Santa Barbara and 
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Carpentaria provided notably diverse resources (Erlandson & Glassow 1997). The expansive 
lagoon at Goleta was surrounded by densely populated villages and towns at the time of contact 
by the Portola expedition (Johnson 1982: 14). The lagoon’s largest settlement, Helo’, was 
located in the middle on the prominent island. The soldiers of the expedition named this island 
Mescaltitlan, after Mescaltitlan Lagoon in Nayarit, Mexico. The name Mescatitlan was derived 
from the Nahuatl language and refers to the Aztec heartland, a place where mother earth was 
believed to reside on an island in a lagoon (Johnson 1982: 14). The place name Mescatitlan 
eventually became associated with Chumash villages surrounding the Goleta slough (Johnson 
1982: 15). The island of Mescatitlan is believed to have had one of the greatest concentrations of 
midden deposits along the Santa Barbara Channel (Glassow et al. 1986: 9). 
Traditional Chumash territories are abundant with resources. Over 120 species of fauna 
and flora are endemic or unique to the Santa Barbara Channel Islands alone. The Chumash 
traditionally used at least 150 plant and animal species for food, medicine, material culture and 
religious practices (Timbrook 1990:236), including nuts, grains, seeds, bulbs and roots. There are 
three distinguishable environmental regions within these traditional lands: the interior, the 
coastal mainland, and the northern Channel Islands. The interior consists of jagged mountains, 
limited in areas of flat valleys capable of supporting oaks, grasses and vegetation communities. 
Vegetation communities of the interior include sage scrub, chaparral, and riparian woodland (live 
oak, sycamore, bay trees, wild cherry). The coastal mainland is distinguished by its differing 
climate–cooler in the summer and milder in the winter than the interior. It shares many resources 
with the interior, but their proportions vary greatly. The coastal mainland is also home to special 
environments, such as salt marshes and lagoons. The northern Channel Islands are characterized 
by a cooler climate and a lower diversity of plant species (approximately half of mainland) (King 
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1976: 291). The seashore of the mainland tends to have greater environmental variability than 
the seashore of the northern islands. Vegetation communities on the islands include: chaparral, 
costal sage scrub, grasslands, pine forests and riparian zones. Diversity of land mammals is also 
limited on the islands, with the largest animal being the island fox, a species not consumed by 
the Chumash. Though the northern Channel Islands are seemingly less rich in flora density, 
marine resources are abundant.  
The Santa Barbara channel is one of the most productive fisheries in the world. This is 
due to its geographic position and proximity to localized upwelling of nutrient-rich deep waters 
and cold California currents (Kennett 1998: 90-94). 
Between Point Conception and Ventura, the coastline is south-facing and protected by the 
four northern channel islands. It is characterized by its productive kelp beds– known to attract 
fish and sea mammals. The area north of Point Conception, where the coastline primarily faces 
west, the surf is turbulent. Here, where strong northwesterly winds prevail, kelp beds are scarce 
(Glassow & Wilcoxon 1988).  
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Map 2: Mapping Chumash Territory: Point Conception to Ventura 
 
 
Map 3: Mapping Chumash Territory: Paso Robles to Malibu 
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During the winter months, the Chumash historically relied heavily on stored foods such 
as acorns, seeds and dried fish and meats. These were supplemented by near-shore fish, sea 
mammals, fresh mollusks and shellfish. The Chumash honored weather patterns and rarely 
ventured out into the open sea during the winter. Inhabitants of the large coastal settlements 
along the channel mainland coast relied heavily on marine resources– including twenty-three 
species of important fish caught predominantly in the summer months (Gamble 2008). 
Sea mammals were a primary source of protein for the Chumash, particularly those living 
along the coast and on the islands. Sea mammals consumed by the Chumash included different 
species of seal, dolphin, sea otter and sea lion (Erlandson 1980). Over time, fish grew in 
importance as a resource. Varying fishing practices were used to capture species close to shore 
and out in deeper waters. The near-shore kelp beds off the Santa Barbara coast and around the 
Channel Islands are habitat to at least 125 species of fish and are more extensive than any kelp 
beds found elsewhere in California (Landberg 1965: 68). It has been suggested that the highest 
density of historic-period coastal settlements coincided with the greatest extent of kelp beds in 
the Santa Barbara Channel (Landenberg 1965: 70) (Gamble 2008: 26).  
The Chumash and their ancestors have withstood millennia of cyclical environmental 
variation under conditions of intricate socio-political structures and high population. Over 
thousands of years and through observation, they have developed practices and technologies to 
navigate the dynamic coastal environment of their traditional territories. Through cycles of 
drought, El Niños and other climatic and resource perturbations, they have upheld deep, 
productive relations with their lands and waters (Dartt-Newton & Erlandson 2006). 
Though it is disputed whether the Chumash people historically practiced forms of 
organized agriculture, it is known that controlled fires were used as a means by which to promote 
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the growth of certain plants and increase flow of desired fauna. Bean and Lawton (1973) propose 
that burning supported the high population density and cultural complexity of the lands. They 
argue that ‘true agriculture’ was not adopted by the Chumash for it was both unnecessary and 
inefficient with the bounty of resources available without exercising organized agriculture 
(Timbrook et al. 1982). 
 
 
Settlements & Communities 
 
The social complexity of the prehistoric Chumash has been described as “hunter-gatherer”, 
“transegalitarian” and as “a simple chiefdom maritime culture” (Arnold 1992: 60; Hayden 2007: 
241; Kroeber 1971: 28; Timbrook 1982: 164).  
Before environmental and cultural shifts instigated by European contact, the Chumash 
had a socially complex culture of sedentary hunter-gatherers. They controlled regional trade 
networks, established and used currency, and built ocean voyaging boats (Gamble 2008: 2). The 
Chumash lived in villages composed of traditional houses–  ‘Ap’. Willow branches created the 
base structure of these homes, forming a dome. Smaller saplings and branches were tied 
crosswise to reinforce the structure. Local flora such as cattails and bulrush were woven, 
overlapping one another to form shingle-like roofing. A hole was made at the top of the dome to 
allow air to circulate. Hides and skins were used to cover the hole during periods of rain. The ap 
are recorded as having been approximately fifty-five feet in diameter (Gamble 1995). Recounts 
suggest that individual ap were shared amongst multiple families. Crespí noted that the ap were 
clustered together in villages, forming rows (Gamble 2008: 114-115). 
Villages were often comprised of fifty or more people and included ap, sweat lodges and 
various sacred enclosures. Sweat lodges were usually semi subterranean and covered with soil. 
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The entrances of the dome shaped structures also served as some holes, allowing smoke from the 
lodge to escape. Each Chumash village had a flat area for dancing and ceremonies. Many native 
animals played central roles in Chumash maritime song, ceremony, ritual and dance, including 
the swordfish and the dolphin (Gamble 1995). 
Journals collected from the 1769 Portola Expedition refer to the existence and location of 
traditional cemeteries within Chumash villages and settlements. On the cemetery grounds were 
several planks painted red, black and white, with tall poles accompanying them referred to as 
towers. Baskets, shells and other items of the deceased were placed beneath the towers. Over the 
bodies of the deceased, ribs and bones of stranded whales were often arranged, indicating the 
location of bodies (Gamble 2008: 117). 
 
 
Crafts & Technologies 
 
The Chumash value many surrounding resources for craft and technology. Through trade and 
observation of local and non-local phenomena, they have found ways to process and utilize 
available resources. The central Californian coast is rich with high-quality asphaltum. The 
Chumash historically mined and used high-grade asphaltum referred to as ‘wogo’ from hard, 
land-based seeps which occur along the Santa Barbara coast. The mainland and island Chumash 
extracted the asphaltum predominantly from deposits in the vicinity of Carpinteria and Goleta 
(Harrington et al. 1978). The wogo was used to caulk traditional plank canoes– ‘tomols’, water-
proof baskets and water bottles, repair broken stone vessels, haft tools, and inlay shell 
decorations (Arnold 1993). When combined with pine resin, an adhesive, ‘yop’, was made 
(Harrington et al. 1978). 
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Tomols, traditional plank-built boats of redwood or native pine, were used to paddle to 
the Channel Islands through long-established routes and played a significant role in trade 
amongst bands of Chumash and Tongva. The word tomol means both “canoe” and “pine” in the 
Chumash language. Though most tomols were made of native pine, boats made of redwood were 
favored. Redwood, being a softer, easier wood to craft with would swell up when wet, 
preventing leakage from the canoe. Redwood trees are not native to traditional Chumash 
territories, and so the boat-builders would await the correct ocean currents to carry drifting 
redwoods from the north. Tomols were usually painted red. Craftsmen would seal the canoes 
with asphaltum to make the canoes seaworthy (Arnold: 2007). The tomol plays a particularly 
important role in the understanding of the evolution of sociopolitical complexity among the 
coastal Chumash. 
The Chumash are renowned for many other crafts. Traditional forms of basketry, using 
native plants such as juncus, were (and continue to be) practiced for the gathering, storing and 
carrying of plant seeds, bulbs and roots, water and prepared foods. Chumash basket weavers use 
both coiling and twining techniques. Asphaltum traditionally was used to waterproof/ seal the 
baskets (Grant & Heizer 1966: 54-55). 
Paintings and pigment rock art are found across Chumash lands. Among the most 
intricate of rock art in California are the petroglyphs and pictographs of the Chumash. Natural 
features, cycles and elements are depicted such as water, rain, animals, and humans. The 
pigments remain very much intact in many places across traditional Chumash territory (Hudson 
1981). 
Shells play a significant role in Chumash society. Of most importance is the abalone, a 
marine gastropod mollusk. The abalone mollusk was a primary source of protein for coastal 
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Chumash communities. After being eaten, its shell was used in many crafts, including the 
decorating of traditional clothing, the creation of recreational games, use in creating hooks and 
fishing instruments, use in ceremonial settings, and the production of shell-bead money. When 
the Spanish first encountered the Chumash, they were impressed with the Chumash proclivity for 
trade and use of shell-bead money. The traditional Chumash economic system is regarded as one 
of the most complex to exist within hunter-gatherer societies (Gamble 2008: 224). The Chumash 
had established trade routes with many surrounding peoples. The majority of shell-bead money 
used by first people across southern California was produced by bands of Chumash. It is also 
believed that the Chumash established trade with Polynesian islanders (Kroeber 1976: 44-45). 
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Chapter 3: Invading the Landscape 
 
Missions and Settler Colonialism 
 
It is important to note that much of the information regarding the settlements established on 
traditional Chumash lands is inherently biased. Letters, diary entries and other early documents 
are often written by individuals involved in the missionization, annexation and colonization of 
the Chumash people, their lands and their waters. Only more recently have different 
examinations of the invasion of Indigenous America become more widely available. In the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century, Chumash elders provided ethnographic data to 
anthropologists, however the published records of Chumash history and culture have been 
largely translated and interpreted by non-Indigenous scholars. 
Successive waves of colonizing treatment by the Spanish, Mexican and Euro-American 
forces brought devastation to the Chumash people and their environments. The colonial 
dismantling of traditional Chumash communities, practices and relationships was in part made 
possible through the annexation of lands, introduction of disease, starvation and the forced 
movement of traditional Chumash peoples into the mission system. In the sixty-five years 
between the establishment of the missions in 1769 and their secularization by the Mexican 
government in 1834, over 37,000 Native Californians died at the missions. Landscapes 
previously managed by Chumash tribes were appropriated by Europeans and significantly altered 
through the introduction of livestock, cattle and European agricultural practices.  
Prior to the first recognized invasion of traditional Chumash territories, Russians 
‘exploring’ north in the lands we now regard as Canada and Alaska made their way south to 
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hunt. Though they did not attempt to settle in what we now refer to as California, they severely 
impacted the marine ecosystem, hunting the sea otter to endangerment. 
Spanish explorers first entered traditional Chumash territories in 1542. Juan Rodríguez 
Cabrillo journeyed north from Baja, Mexico leading two ships under the Spanish crown. Cabrillo 
kept a detailed journal of his time along the central coast and on Channel Islands. He reported 
village names and population counts. Communities living in the mainland coast, interior valleys, 
and islands from Malibu (Humaliwu) to San Luis Obispo were described as speaking similar 
dialects of the same language, Chumash. Cabrillo and his fleet claimed these traditional 
territories of the Chumash for Spain. Though this declaration was made, the Spanish did not 
return to central California with the intention of settling until 1769. Initial European contact 
brought great devastation to the Chumash people, their environments and their neighbors. The 
Spanish arrived with two primary intentions: expanding their empire to new colonies and 
converting non-Christian peoples to the Catholic Church. In the years following 1769, Chumash 
society experienced a demographic collapse. Reduced practices of native gathering, hunting, 
fishing and land management, including controlled fires, led to significant ecological changes. In 
1772, San Luis Obispo de Tolosa mission was the first mission established on traditional 
northern Chumash territory. The Chumash people were forcibly moved from their respective 
villages to the Franciscan missions between 1772 and 1817, with the subsequent creation of four 
more Franciscan missions in Chumash territories. They were established in the following order: 
Mission San Buenaventura on the Pacific Coast near the mouth of the Santa Clara River (1782), 
Mission Santa Barbara (1786), Mission La Purisima Concepción (1789), Mission Santa Ynez 
(1804). Through the construction of these missions, Christian conversion of Chumash peoples 
and socio-economic disruption grew to devastating proportions. 
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Over eighty-five percent of documented movements into missions and Chumash conversions 
took place between 1786 and 1803. Johnson presents data depicting a mass decline in the 
Chumash population in the region between Cojo and Gaviota on the western Santa Barbara 
Coast. While Spanish cattle herds increased by 400 to 500 percent between the years 1770 and 
1796, the Chumash population decreased by sixty-seven percent. Spanish agricultural production 
and livestock provisions greatly impacted traditional Chumash food sources. Foundations of 
Chumash subsistence such as acorns, seeds and other plant foods were appropriated to feed 
grazing livestock of the Spanish missions. 
The missions were known for their practices of corporal punishment and high rates of 
venereal disease. Phillip L. Walker and Travis Hudson describe how the typhoid pneumonia 
epidemic that took place between 1797, the unknown ‘catarro’ illness of 1798, and the 1801 
epidemic of pneumonia, diphtheria and pleurisy led to a messianic uprising led by a neophyte 
woman at Mission Santa Barbara. This woman, whose name was not recorded by the Spanish 
missionaries, claimed that the great spirit Chupú came to her and declared that the Chumash 
people who failed to renounce Christianity, assisted efforts of the Spanish authorities, or allowed 
themselves to be baptized would die. The uprising was dissolved with force. Those involved 
were severely punished and flogged by the monks of the missions. 
Robert O. Gibson attributes the significant increase in Chumash movement to the 
missions between 1802 and 1803 as a consequence of Spanish colonialism. He describes the 
migration as unlikely having been a choice and believes that its probable explanation lies in the 
colonial dismantling of traditional Chumash communities, practices and relationships. Disease, 
land-loss and starvation forced traditional Chumash peoples into the mission system. Johnson 
discusses the complexity of the conversion process, rooted in economic, demographic, political 
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and social factors, and highlights how the suppression of native land practices and increased 
grazing by mission livestock on traditional food sources were significant contributors to the 
missionization of Chumash peoples. Due to disease-stricken missions, mortality rates were high, 
leading to the continuous recruitment of Chumash labor, necessary to facilitate ranching and 
agricultural work of the missions. In 1803, the viceroy of New Spain decreed that the converted 
tribe-members were obligated to move to the missions. This forced migration and ‘legal 
justification’ for the heavy recruitment of Chumash people to the missions led to an increase 
from approximately 200 Chumash individuals to roughly 1,200 between 1802 and 1803. Dart 
and Erlandson attribute the flow of Chumash people into Franciscan missions to resource 
depletion, coercement, disease, active colonial recruitment, and psychological and religious 
manipulation. Unlike other academics, Dart and Erlandson argue that natural resource instability 
was not the incentive behind the relocation of Chumash people, for they had historically 
experienced significant changes in climate and resource availability and adapted to their 
subsequent conditions (Dartt-Newton & Erlandson: 2006).  
Recounts of Spanish arrival to the Santa Barbara Channel region emphasize the health of 
the land and abundance of available resources. For generations, the Chumash had established 
practices of sustainable hunt and harvest, depending largely on wild-tended native grasses and 
seeds. The Spanish brought cattle and horses, and set their livestock loose through the lands. 
Traditional food sources were converted to livestock pastures, with missions owning over 
150,000 cattle. Native plant species began to wither, as they could not compete with the demand 
of the animals. Native grasses were replaced with invasive weeds and traditional food sources 
were exploited. The landscape began to shift drastically (Clarke 2016). 
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In 1821, Mexico gained independence from Spain. Three years later, a new Mexican 
federal constitution granted full citizenship to its Native people, including the Chumash and 
other Native Californians. Mistreatment of Indigenous peoples continued and the missions grew. 
Under Mexican rule, mission funds were drastically cut. In 1824, an Indigenous revolt was 
sparked by the beating of a Chumash worker at the Mission Santa Ynez. The revolt was 
suppressed quickly, but its intentions rippled across Chumash lands. At La Purisima, roughly 
2,000 Chumash warriors captured the mission. They repelled an attack by Mexican soldiers and 
annexed the mission for four months before looting it of its supplies and escaping (Beebe & 
Senkewicz 1996). 
In the sixty-five years between the establishment of the missions in 1769 and their 
secularization by the Mexican government in 1834, over 37,000 Native Californians died at the 
missions. Deaths were largely attributed to epidemics, starvation, mistreatment and overworking 
of peoples. 
 
 
Settler Society and Processes of Extraction 
 
A third invasion began in 1846 when American settlers made their way to traditional Chumash 
lands. This wave of settler colonialism differed greatly from the era of missionization. Over the 
twenty-seven years from 1846, when American settlers started making themselves at home in 
Mexican California, and 1873, when the last California Indian War ended with the defeat of the 
Modocs at Tule Lake, California’s Native population declined by roughly eighty percent, from 
approximately 150,000 people to 30,000 people. The majority of these deaths were correlated 
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with land seizure, forced slavery, the creation of reservations, legalized murder, disease, and 
starvation. 
Many Euro-Americans believed the California Natives to be a hindrance to their progress 
and prosperity, overcome only through destruction.  The genocide that took place was perceived 
by the settlers as an “attendant to the march of progress and civilization, rightfully attained” 
(Lindsay 2012: 37). The settler depiction of Native Americans as savages dehumanized the 
Natives– key to the establishment of a guilt-free massacre. The federal government and 
government of California were at the core of bringing genocidal measures into being through the 
creation and legitimization of laws and institutions. Governors of California funded community 
efforts to destroy and/or remove Native Californian populations. Popular calls to exterminate 
California Natives were responded to by the government deployment of volunteer and militia 
companies (Lindsay 2012).  
In September of 1850, California’s Legislature passed the Act for the Government and 
Protection of Indians, essentially codifying the Spanish practice of forcing Indigenous 
Californians into slavery. An estimate of 10,000 Indigenous Californians were kidnapped and 
sold into slavery. Those who were not worked to death were eventually emancipated in 1863. 
The Act also banned the cultural burning of grasslands, drastically impacting the landscapes of 
the Chumash people. Though there were treaty negotiations between Indigenous nations and the 
United States government, they were not upheld. Indigenous Californians did not regain title to 
the lands they ceded. An attempt was made to designate eight million acres of California as 
Indian reservations; however, this was kept secret from the public. 
Along with the continued invasion of livestock and cattle, American settlers began to 
migrate to California for the promise of gold. Mining exploded during the Gold Rush, leading 
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many Indigenous people to seek refuge in the few places that had not yet been severely impacted 
(Clarke 2016). 
 
Oil in Chumash Waters 
 
Just before the turn of the twentieth century, a new resource was uncovered by the American 
settlers. The promise of petroleum led to the continued exploitation of the Santa Barbara Channel 
and traditional Chumash waters. 
Located in the Southern California Bight, extending from Point Conception to Point 
Mugu, 130 kilometers long and with an average width of 45 kilometers, the Santa Barbara 
Channel is an open embayment of the Pacific Ocean bound on the north by Point Conception and 
on the south by Cape Colnett in Baja California. The Bight extends offshore to the California 
current, a southerly flowing current along the California coast. Unlike most of coastal California, 
which faces due west to the ocean, the coastal waters of the Channel are on a south-facing coast, 
caught between the two landmasses of the South Coast and the Northern Channel Islands. 
Bordering the Channel on the south are the four northern Channel Islands – San Miguel, Santa 
Rosa, Santa Cruz and Anacapa (SBCK 2019). 
The western section of the Channel is regarded as a meeting place of the cool northern 
California Current and warm Southern California Countercurrent. This specific type of 
ecosystem is called a transition zone, the confluence between two or more ecologically distinct 
systems, known to promote large concentrations of species diversity and biomass. Upwelling, an 
oceanographic phenomenon in which winds blowing across the ocean surface push water away 
and bring deep, cold, nutrient rich water to rise, helps fertilize surface waters. Wind patterns 
around Point Conception and in the Channel create frequent seasonal upwellings, forcing 
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nutrient-laden ocean waters to rise up the water column into the biologically rich euphotic zone, 
providing exceptionally high concentrations of nutrients, especially macrozooplankton, one of 
the primary driving forces behind the Santa Barbara Channel’s biological diversity and 
productivity (NOAA 2017). Hundreds of marine species seek refuge in the acres of giant sea 
kelp beds that are found within the channel. The blue whale, the largest mammal on Earth, 
maintains its global highest recorded seasonal concentration of individuals around the Southern 
California Bight. The Santa Barbara Channel and Southern California Bight provide habitat for 
extensive species density and diversity including vulnerable, threatened and endangered species 
such as the blue, gray and humpback whales, southern steelhead, marbled murrelet, brown 
pelican and southern sea otter. Due to the high ecological richness, several state and federally 
protected marine areas have been created in the Santa Barbara Channel. In 1980, Congress 
designated waters around the Northern Channel Islands as the Channel Islands National Marine 
Sanctuary. A total of sixteen Marine Protected Areas have been designated in accordance with 
the Marine Life Protection Act (MLPA) in the Santa Barbara Channel (SBCK 2019). 
Aside from the area’s richness in biodiversity, the Santa Barbara Channel contains the 
world's largest natural oil seepage – Coal Oil Point. Offshore from Goleta, California, the Coal 
Oil Point seep field is a marine petroleum seep area of about three kilometers squared, located 
within the Offshore South Ellwood Oil Field. The Coal Oil Point seep field is among the worlds 
largest with major seeps located in water depths of 20 and 80 meters. These oil and gas seeps 
have been active in the Santa Barbara Channel for over 500,000 years, releasing approximately 
forty tons of methane and nineteen tons of reactive organic gas daily (Washburn et al. 2005). A 
slick is produced by the liquid petroleum that is released, extending across kilometers. With 
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evaporation and weathering, the slick is converted into tar balls that often wash up on the 
beaches of Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties (Hornafius et al. 1999). 
With the channel’s richness in petroleum, mining quickly became popular in its waters. 
The world’s first offshore oil well was constructed in 1896 off of the coast of Summerland in the 
Santa Barbara Channel. The channel’s first platform was erected in 1958, in 100-foot deep water, 
two miles offshore of Summerland. The channel is known for its numerous oil fields, some of 
which, including Ellwood, Summerland, Carpinteria and Dos Cuadros, have substantial reserves. 
In September 1968, ten kilometers from Summerland’s Coast, Union Oil constructed Platform A 
in the Dos Cuadras Oil Field. Six months later, on January 28, 1969, the platform positioned nine 
kilometers from the shore in fifty-seven meters of water, blew out. After having drilled 3,479 
feet beneath the surface of the ocean floor, the Union Oil drilling crew removed roughly 600 feet 
of piping from the hole, releasing subterranean artesian pressure that pushed up against the 
density of drilling mud. Mud began to spew from the hole, with flammable natural gas and oil 
following. The mud, oil and gas spewed into the air for thirteen minutes before the crew was able 
to seal the well. Though the well was sealed, the spill did not cease. Natural gas and drilling mud 
began to boil to the surface of the waters surrounding the platform. The Santa Barbara Channel 
falls directly within a fault zone. With a change in the underground pressure instigated by the 
blow out, natural gas and oil made their way through the surrounding area’s fault lines– making 
regular seep sites open for further spillage. Over the course of ten days, between 22,000 and 
220,000 gallons of oil pushed along and through the fault lines daily. The oil continued to leak 
for months (Spezio 2018). Santa Barbara and Ventura’s beaches were fouled by the spill. As 
crude oil bubbled to the surface, it spread into an 800 square mile slick by winds and swells. 
Incoming tides brought the thick tar to beaches from Rincon Point to Goleta, marring over thirty-
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five miles of coastline. The slick continued south, tarring Anacapa, Santa Cruz, Santa Rosa and 
San Miguel Islands.  
Animals that depended upon the waters reaped the utmost consequences. Incoming 
tides brought corpses of dead dolphins and seals in waves. The blowholes of dolphins and other 
mega fauna were clogged by the oil, causing lung hemorrhages. Those that ingested the oil were 
poisoned and killed. The spill’s location in shallow waters so close to shore exposed a 
particularly vast array of wildlife and habitats to serious damage. Oil damaged the shorelines, 
kelp beds, sea grass, rocky reefs and kelp forests. 
The spill took a massive toll on the area’s seabird population. Though shorebirds that 
feed on sand creatures, including godwits, willets and plovers, fled the channel region, diving 
birds, which seek nourishment from aquatic animals, were soaked with tar and covered in oil. 
On May 19, 2015, another oil spill blackened the channel’s shores. Spilling an estimate 
of 143,000 gallons of heavy crude oil onto the Gaviota Coast at least 21,000 gallons of which 
flowed into the Santa Barbara Channel, the Plains All American Pipeline ruptured, destroying an 
unknown number of aquatic ecosystems. 
Evidence suggests that the pipeline burst was due to negligent pipeline maintenance. 
Accelerated corrosion that could easily have been prevented by regular inspection caused the 
spill. The Wishtoyo Chumash Foundation, a community and foundation dedicated to preserving 
ancient Chumash culture in correspondence with contemporary environmental issues, advocated 
strongly with California State Legislature and federal agencies to ensure adequate protections 
were in place before the pipeline resumed operation. 
The Chumash tribes were particularly affected by this spill, as their traditional waters, 
beaches and ecosystems were greatly damaged. Culturally significant marine life suffered, with 
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the death of mega fauna such as seals, sea lions, and dolphins (alukoy). Species of turtle and 
humpback whales were also greatly threatened. The death of alukoy was particularly devastating 
to the Chumash people, as they regard them as both their cousins and their ancestors. Beyond its 
impact on mega fauna, the spill significantly influenced other natural cultural resources, 
including traditional harvesting and gathering of plants and foods. The spill kept the Chumash 
people from being able to depart on their annual tomol voyage to the Channel Islands, a 
ceremony celebrating cultural resilience and tradition (Wishtoyo Foundation 2016). 
Clean-up technologies have not improved since the 1969 blow-out of Platform A. Where 
spilled oil on the sea surface is not captured by booms (floating, physical barriers to oil, made of 
plastic, metal, or other materials, which slow the spread of oil and keep it contained) or 
skimmers (boats and other devices that can remove oil from the sea surface before it reaches 
sensitive areas along a coastline), the oil becomes agitated by waves and currents, and is 
weathered by wind and sunlight. As the uncollected oil begins to degrade, it forms an orange 
emulsion ‘mousse’. During the weathering process, some of the oil will sink and be collected in 
low spots around rocky outcrops and reefs. This process brings the effects of the spill, including 
oiling and smothering to the seabed. This sub-surface oil is much less visible and more difficult 
to cleanup. At seabed level, the effects of the spill become more persistent, affecting the bulk of 
marine life. With the weathering of spilled oil, toxic aromatic hydrocarbons are released– these 
often pass through the gills of fish, entering their nerve fibers, eventually causing paralysis. 
Chemical compounds that weather slowly persist for an unknown length of time. Some of these 
compounds remain suspended in the water, forming innumerous tar balls that stain shorelines 
and beaches for years to come. Other compounds will sink to the ocean floor, where exposure to 
the oil will threaten the growth and reproduction of bottom dwellers including sea stars and 
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urchins. Where oil is buried in sedimentary layers, it decays slowly, releasing and re- releasing 
itself over time (Walther 2014) (Helms 2015). 
Aquatic ecosystems are not accustomed to the magnitude and pace at which the crude oil 
is being released. Local marine life is not immune to the toxic effects of oil or its ongoing 
presence within the waters. 
 Oil and gas production in the Santa Barbara  Channel occurs on twenty offshore 
platforms. The oil and gas are transported to shore via a network of pipelines. Once onshore, 
they are further processed in designated facilities. Oil and gas production pose an extensive set of 
risks, particularly to water quality, including releases of oil, drilling muds and wastewater from 
platforms, bilge water and wastewater from vessels that service the platforms, discharges of 
ballast water, and deposition of air pollutants from platforms and support vessels. Though the 
resultant water from such processes is treated, it can contain exceptionally high concentrations of 
metals, salts, hydrocarbon, sulfur and organic compounds that pose extreme threat to marine life. 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) characterizes drilling fluids and cutting as major 
sources of pollutants (Neff 1981) (EPA 1982). 
 
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant & Seismic Testing 
 
Central California’s waters, ecosystems and communities are greatly threatened by various other 
practices. In 1973, after six years of hearings, litigation and protest, construction of the Diablo 
Canyon nuclear power plant was completed by Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E). 
Upon completion of construction in Avila Beach, San Luis Obispo County, a seismic fault was 
discovered several miles offshore. Close to two thousand anti-nuclear activists, including 
members of Mother’s for Peace and the Abalone Alliance were arrested for protesting the site, 
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amounting to the largest total arrest in the U.S. anti-nuclear movement. Protestors opposed the 
site due to its exposure to earthquake activity. Scientists later provided evidence, acknowledged 
by the Environment and Economy Subcommittee, of previous tsunami affected areas 
surrounding Diablo Canyon, emphasizing the dangerous nature of the plant’s location. Fourteen 
earthquake faults were found adjacent to the Diablo Canyon Power Plant. 
In 2011, a license renewal application was submitted by PG&E for Diablo Canyon Power 
Plant. In a statement by the Coastal Band of the Chumash Nation regarding the re-licensing 
informed the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission that further consultation and 
communication between them was necessary. They Nation explained that Diablo Canyon’s idea 
of providing cheap energy was “an idea of the past” and that tribal consultation was needed as 
the actions were taking place on their traditional territory. The Nation spoke of traditional 
teachings and living respectfully, leaving a healthy environment for future generations to prosper 
and continue honoring their ancestors (Cordero 2011). 
In 2012, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) sought to receive the necessary 
permits to engage in seismic testing off the central coast in order to survey the area around the 
Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant. According to a PG&E representative, the proposal called for 
a 240-foot ship to tow a quarter mile wide array of twenty 250+ decibel ‘air cannons’ along a 50-
mile stretch. The cannons were programed to detonate underwater once every thirteen seconds 
for 42 days. According to Dr. Chad Nelson, the Surfrider Foundation’s chief scientist, the 
seismic testing would put an estimated amount of “fifteen blue whales, thirteen humpback 
whales, 1,652 bottlenose dolphins, 1,062 California sea lions, 1,485 southern sea otters”, among 
the thousands of other marine mammals, fish and birds at risk of death (Surfrider 2012). Nelson 
also commented on the adverse effects to humans, leading to drastic consequences. After eight 
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hours of testimony on November 14, 2012, the California Coastal Commission denied PG&E the 
necessary permit to conduct the requested seismic testing (Surfrider 2012). 
On June 21, 2016, PG&E announced they would begin phasing out nuclear energy. 
PG&E’s application to close Diablo Canyon in joint proposal with Friends of the Earth, 
the Natural Resources Defense Council, Environment California, the International Brotherhood 
of Electrical Workers Local 1245, Coalition of California Utility Employees, and Alliance for 
Nuclear Responsibility, was approved by the California Public Utilities Commission in January 
2018. In February, PG&E withdrew its application for a licensing extension. 
 
Industrial Fishing and the Endangerment of Abalone 
 
The Santa Barbara Channel and its surrounding waters are understood to be one of the most 
productive fisheries in the world. Since the introduction of commercial fishing technologies in 
the late nineteenth century, many of the central coast’s fishes, shellfishes, and mollusks, have 
been exploited and brought to brink of endangerment. Twenty or so coastal Californian tribes 
have traditionally relied on species of abalone as a food and craft source for thousands of years. 
By the 1990s several species of abalone had nearly been eradicated due to commercial fishing 
practices and water temperature changes. Regulations strictly limiting the harvesting of abalone 
were set in order for the mollusk to recover in population. 
The combination of an unusual mass of warm water and a toxic algae bloom in 2011 and 
2012 led to the depletion of kelp forests off the central Californian coast. The abalone, relying 
primarily on kelp for food, suffered greatly. Clint McKay, a cultural consultant with the Dry 
Creek Rancheria Band of Pomo Indians in Sonoma County, explained that the remaining kelp 
faced a greater threat. With a loss in predators due to viral disease, the population of purple 
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urchins increased significantly. The urchins destructively grazed the kelp forests depleting them 
by roughly ninety percent. Urchin barrens were left where kelp forests had previously thrived 
and supported the survival of varying species of abalone. Of the eight species of abalone found 
in California, the abalone fishery targeted five. Two species are listed as endangered and another 
two are listed as species of concern. Recovery systems put in place by the California Department 
of Fish and Wildlife to help rebuild abalone populations to a self-sustaining level focus primarily 
on red, pink, green, black and white abalones (California Department of Fish and Wildlife: 
2005). 
In 2018, the abalone-fishing season was cancelled by the California Department of Fish 
and Wildlife due to the mollusk’s proximity to extinction. Elsewhere in the United States, tribal 
members have sovereign territory rights, allowing federally recognized tribes to engage in 
subsistence activities outside of recreational hunting and fishing regulations. In 1851 however, 
Congress refused to ratify treaties with Californian tribes. Communities that once relied upon 
abalone as a primary food source are now stripped of their right to harvest it due to its 
exploitation by settler practices of commercial fishing. A lack of treaty rights, federal and state 
laws are hindering the Chumash and other Indigenous Californian peoples from pursuing key 
aspects of their traditional lifestyles. 
The devastation brought upon the Chumash people and their environments by the 
invasion of European missionaries, Mexican rule and American settlers continues today. The 
colonial dismantling of traditional Chumash communities, practices and relationships, through 
the annexation and appropriation of lands and waters and their management, has led to the 
commercialization and industrialization of extraction. Entire marine ecosystems are at risk of 
endangerment and extinction due the introduction and continuation of non-Indigenous land and 
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water practices. The exploration of oil and natural gas, construction of Diablo Canyon Nuclear 
Power Plant, threats of seismic testing and endangerment of significant socio-cultural species 
such as abalone embody the destructive denial of traditional landscape management practices. 
Landscapes previously managed by Chumash tribes through traditional practices of stewardship 
have been drastically altered, leading to ecosystem change and collapse. A lack of allowing 
treaty provisions to be upheld between Chumash nations and the US government has perpetuated 
the unjust exercise of power of people, land and water. Colonial invasion continues today 
through such means of disruption and destruction, however, it has and continues to be met with 
significant pushback and Chumash-led resistance. Traditional Chumash lands and waters 
continue to be guarded by the various Chumash tribes through honoring traditional practices and 
ceremony and efforts pertaining to political protest, education and advocacy. 
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Chapter 4: Changing the Discourse on Conservation and Resource Management Practices 
 
The Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary can act as a platform from which to change 
the discourse on conservation work. The sanctuary and its nomination can dismantle current 
frameworks regarding the contemporary understanding and entertainment of Indigenous ways of 
knowing in US legislation. Where ‘integration’ work of scientific knowledge and Indigenous 
knowledge are often rooted in the assimilation of traditional ways of knowing by the scientific 
sphere, here, a path can be paved for a new, just framework and approach to co-management. 
Involvement of Indigenous peoples in the designation of conserved sites and resource 
management is usually reserved to the completion of environmental impact assessments, at 
which point projects have surpassed their preliminary planning stages (Kristen Sarri: 2019). 
Since the Northern Chumash Tribal Council proposed the Chumash Heritage National Marine 
Sanctuary, involvement of the local Indigenous community is already integrated into the system. 
This offers a new model for conservation practice in which the discourse has shifted from a 
purely western scientific understanding of the landscape to a more holistic, integrated socio-
cultural and ecological understanding of the region. To date there is only one National Marine 
Sanctuary that operates under the guidance of U.S. and tribal governments.  
 
 
Co-management Practices and the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary 
 
The Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary (OCNMS) was created in 1994 in the traditional 
waters of the Hoh, Makah, and Quileute tribes and the Quinault Nation (collectively the Coastal 
Treaty Tribes). It was established “to conserve, protect, and enhance (…) biodiversity, ecological 
integrity and cultural legacy” (NOAA 2011). The sanctuary includes 3,188 square miles of 
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marine waters off the Olympic Peninsula coastline and extends twenty-five to fifty miles 
seaward, covering much of the continental shelf and several submarine canyons. The sanctuary 
protects deep-sea coral communities and sponges, a product upwelling zone, kelp forests and 
intertidal communities and countless other forms of marine life. An Assessment of Institutional 
Relationships at the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary by Master of Science of Natural 
Resources and Environment students at the University of Michigan discusses some of the 
intricacies of co-management practices. The management of the OCNMS is conducted through a 
collaborative framework. The Coastal Treaty Tribes have legally established fishing grounds that 
overlap with the sanctuary’s boundaries. 
The continued existence of the Tribes is dependent upon accessing regional natural 
resources. The treaties of Olympia (1855) and Neah Bay (1855) require the United States to 
recognize the Tribes’ rights to the natural resources in their Usual and Accustomed Areas 
(UAAs), traditional areas of hunting, fishing and gathering resources. After much controversy 
regarding Pacific Northwest Indigenous Fishing Rights, United States v. Washington in 1974 
(The Boldt Decision) reconfirmed the Tribes’ right to fish in their UAAs. The rule further 
solidified the tribes’ right to manage fisheries and resources within their jurisdiction and 
instructed co-management practices of state and federal agencies with the Tribes (Cohen et al.: 
1986). 
In 2000, the OCNMS Advisory Council working group mapped ecological sites of 
significance, announcing potential zoning options of the sites without a single Tribal 
representative present. Zoning included the creation of no-take marine reserves located within 
areas under tribal jurisdiction. In parallel, there was speculation as to the management practices 
of the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary (CINMS) in Southern California by NOAA. 
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NOAA’s Office of National Marine Sanctuaries was attempting to regulate tribal fisheries. A 
sentiment of distrust was spread amongst the Tribes grounded in a belief that National Marine 
Sanctuaries would infringe upon their resource management rights within their UAAs. 
The Assessment of Institutional Relationships at the Olympic Coast National Marine 
Sanctuary emphasizes that in order for collaboration between NOAA’s OCMNS office and the 
Tribes to be “effective and beneficial for both parties, clear communication, a common vision, 
the establishment of trust and tangible results of collaboration” are necessary (Geiger et al. 2012: 
14). The “role of institutions, capacity and incentives of participation, structure and geography” 
are significant in understanding the means by which to approach exercising collaborative 
frameworks (Geiger et al. 2012: 14). The wide range of individuals and institutions involved 
account for the different expectations and criteria for what is deemed successful collaboration. 
The relationships between the Coastal Treaty Tribes and NOAA are described by the assessment 
as complex. 
In order to help mitigate collaborative practices, the Sanctuary Advisory Council and 
Intergovernmental Policy Council were created. The Sanctuary Advisory Council was 
established, as a result of section 315 of the National Marine Sanctuaries Act, to provide the 
OCNMS with stakeholder input from various perspectives. It includes twenty-one members, with 
seats held by each of the four Coastal Treaty Tribes, state and federal agencies, non-for profit 
organizations, local citizens and members of the public. 
The Olympic Coast Intergovernmental Policy Council (IPC) was established in 2007 by 
the state of Washington, NOAA, and the Makah, Quileute, and Hoh Tribes and Quinault Indian 
Nation. This collaborative body is unique among the US National Marine Sanctuaries and 
provides “a forum for marine resource managers with regulatory jurisdiction over marine 
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resources and activities within the boundaries of the OCNMS to enhance their communication, 
policy coordination and resource management strategies” (Charter of the Olympic Coast 
Intergovernmental Policy Council 2007). Goals of the IPC include improving understanding and 
management of marine resources, enhancing the social and economic vitality of coastal 
communities and protecting the health and safety of coastal residents. In order for co-
management practices to be best implemented, a government-to-government framework for 
collaboration was created (Memorandum of Agreement between NOAA and the Hoh Tribe, 
Makah Tribe, Quileute Tribe, Quinault Indian Nation and State of Washington). In working 
directly with the Coastal Treaty Tribes, NOAA seeks to operate with the tribes on a government-
to-government basis in order to further support and enhance tribal treaty rights and resources of 
the Coastal Treaty Tribes as well as cultural resources and activities and tribal self-determination 
and sovereignty.  
Co-management practices in the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary are central to 
the function of the conserved marine environment. Challenges in co-management have derived 
from a lack of transparency and direct consultation with tribal representatives. In order to 
mitigate such discrepancies, a framework for complete shared management practices is 
necessary. Collectively designating the sanctuary site and collaboratively mapping areas of 
particular ecological, social, and cultural importance prior to developing the sanctuary can assist 
in the just creation of the sanctuary and access to its resources. 
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Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary as a Platform for Change 
 
Current approaches to conservation work are deeply rooted in western scientific understandings 
of ecosystems and landscapes. In a conversation about the proposed Chumash Heritage National 
Marine Sanctuary, Keali’i Bright, assistant director of the Division of Land Resource Protection 
of the US Department of Conservation speaks to the difficulty in appeasing stakeholders’ needs 
in regard to conservation efforts.  
He describes total inclusivity as challenging to achieve for western “scientists and 
biologists are working to protect species within certain scientific bounds” (Bright: 2019). He 
discusses how creating conservation legislation is much more complex when negotiation of 
historical and cultural significance is brought into play. As a director in the Department of 
Conservation, Bright shares that he has seen much change in co-management practices over the 
past ten to fifteen years. Prior to recent developments, Indigenous peoples of the United States 
were absent from most decision-making spaces regarding resource management. When asked 
what conservation projects he has been a part of that have impacted him most, Bright speaks of 
working with the Kuruk Tribe of Northwestern California. He emphasizes that the work of the 
Tribe is “leading the state in developing tribal-led burn programs, community resilience 
programs that are completely inspiring because they are lead by and with tribal interests”. He 
describes how the partnerships established between tribes, state, federal and local governments 
create the types of programs that can be “scaled to meet the larger statewide goals, which spread 
beyond their territory” and “mitigate all that are forest fires present”. 
The creation of the Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary could similarly lead in 
developing a model for Indigenous marine resource management. Indigenous knowledge and 
tribal interests would not operate adjunct to existing systems, but rather operate within a new 
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integrated stewardship framework, in partnership with local, regional and national government. 
As Kristen Sarri, CEO of the National Marine Foundation and strong supporter of the creation of 
the Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary, explains, “it is very important that local 
communities are consulted in the protection of the environment and natural resources”, however, 
“local communities cannot be the sole driver in decision making in certain areas”. Issues 
pertaining to conservation and the environment are expansive in scope and thus require both 
local and larger scale involvement, legislation and mitigation. 
Sarri discusses acknowledging the ways in which an environment provides for a 
community, and community stewardship of an environment are interwoven. Public health work 
and environmental work are closely linked. Ultimately, an individual is part of their environment 
and therefore both affects it and is affected by it. When asked about tribal involvement in the 
designation of conservation sites and the establishment of national marine sanctuaries, Sarri 
emphasized that “it is very important … especially with the sanctuary designation” to 
acknowledge “overlap with (previously established) historic treaty rights and areas that have 
been used traditionally by native cultures”. She referred to the Coastal Treaty Tribes and their 
support of the creation of the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary “once it was clear that 
their traditional treaty rights were going to be protected and respected”. It must be acknowledged 
and emphasized that tribes are not merely a constituency group or interest party, but are distinct 
in being nations with established treaty rights. 
The infusion of Indigenous knowledge into western science can greatly undermine 
Indigenous knowledge. As Potawatomi scholar, Kyle Whyte, explains, western scientists often 
appreciate the supplemental value of Indigenous knowledges, but the governance values of 
Indigenous knowledges frequently go unacknowledged. According to Whyte, Indigenous 
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governance embodies collective self-determination– “a group’s ability to provide the cultural, 
social, economic, and political relations needed for its members to pursue good lives” (Whyte 
2017). In simply infusing Indigenous knowledge into western science, it is not differentiated 
from non-Indigenous knowledge, making tribal governance of that knowledge and its application 
impossible. Whyte explains that scientists should appreciate Indigenous governance as it offers 
greater assurance to Indigenous peoples that their respective knowledges are both appropriately 
respected and protected. 
Sarri speaks to the necessary inclusion of traditional knoweldges from the preliminary 
stage of the sanctuary designation process. She argues that understanding the significance of “the 
resources you're protecting, why you're protecting them and how you're protecting them” beyond 
western science, establishes a framework for positive change and success in the exercise of 
Indigenous-non-Indigenous co-management. 
A framework for successful knowledge integration is possible with the creation of the 
Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary if Indigenous knowledge of the environment is 
understood also in part as science. Sarri emphasizes how histories that have been passed down 
from one generation involve much acknowledgment and discussion of changes in the natural 
environment. She describes these histories as “scientific records” that western science often does 
not consider. She explains how combining these knowledge systems is necessary and particularly 
pressing in a time when the natural environment is so rapidly changing. 
Ultimately, the creation of any national marine sanctuary is rooted in conserving its 
ecosystems and culturally significant sites. Bright describes conservation as the “protecting, 
enhancing, and making available of resources for the benefit of the public”. This strays far from 
the exclusive, inaccessible nature of much conservation work and heirs to the side of collective 
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decision making for the benefit of the masses. Sarri dives deeper exclaiming that “conservation 
means maintaining the health of an ecosystem and resources for the long term (and) should also 
involve creating a thriving, environment” inclusive of humans. Conservation is often understood 
in correlation to sustainability. Sarri argues that sustainability and sustainable development 
cannot benefit communities that have already experienced such drastic changes in their 
environment as the Chumash. She explains conservation in regards to the Chumash as a “striving 
for the good of (their local marine) species and their culture”– a protection of that which exists 
and support of its getting healthier. She explains that she tries to have conservation “breed more 
of a thriving versus just as a sustaining role”, where efforts of restoration are also present. 
Fred Collins, Tribal Chair of the Northern Chumash Tribal Council describes thrivability 
as a complete, dynamic and balanced model that works on behalf of all living and non-living 
things– a vision that encourages individuals to engage with societal issues, leaving a landscape in 
a better condition than they found it. Bright too speaks to the resilience involved in models of 
thrivability, emphasizing that “there is a human side”. Conservation work involves and affects all 
living beings, humans included. There is an acknowledgement of people’s relationship to and use 
of the resources; however discussion revolving around such understanding is particularly 
challenging today. Sarri emphasizes that a discussion needs to be held on how to inspire human 
behavior to acknowledge the role that humans play in the natural environment and encourage 
modes of holistic stewardship.  
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Conclusion 
 
An integrated socio-cultural understanding of Chumash modes of environmental stewardship can 
lead to a shift in the conservation practices of fragile ecosystems, protecting central California’s 
coastal waters and communities. Collaborative approaches can act as a framework for resilience, 
in which co-management practices are established during the preliminary stages of the sanctuary 
creation. 
In subscribing to knowledge integration as a process in which the core identify of each 
individual knowledge system remains distinct and valuable in itself, undiluted through its 
combination with other forms of knowledge, the Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary 
could establish a new framework for conservation legislation by which integrity of the 
knowledge system and its holders is upheld. 
The central Californian coast, lands and waters of the many bands and tribes of the 
Chumash people, is at threat of continued exploitation. Since the arrival of the Spanish 
missionaries on the Portolá Expedition in 1769, the central Californian coast has been subject to 
drastic changes in landscape and biodiversity. The Indigenous peoples of central California 
developed landscape management practices over millennia– through observation and interaction 
with their environments. Traditional knowledge systems were denied and prohibited by the 
mission and settler occupations, greatly affecting the health and productivity of the Chumash 
landscape. With the control of the ‘wild’, American settlers and western societies enforced a 
relationship of othering. The ‘other’ were the colonized indigenous people who were outside the 
newly controlled, managed landscape of the colonizers. The original stewards of the land were 
now not admitted into the enclosed space of the reinvented landscape. Still, such practices of 
othering take place on Chumash land and in Chumash waters, depleting marine ecosystems and 
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culturally significant resources. The National Marine Sanctuary System has proven successful in 
preserving fragile marine ecosystems elsewhere and would likely support the resilience of central 
California’s waters and its communities. 
The Chumash and their ancestors have withstood millennia of cyclical environmental 
variation under conditions of intricate socio-political structures and high population. Over 
thousands of years and through observation, they have developed practices and technologies to 
navigate the dynamic coastal environment of their traditional territories and have upheld deep, 
productive relations with their lands and waters. The understanding of passive indigenous 
societies has been replaced by recognition of indigenous peoples as active agents in 
environmental control. The necessary management of the land for the support of human 
populations allowed also for increased biodiversity and productivity of the land itself. According 
to Raab, it has become common to attribute a high degree of positive environmental 
manipulation to the Chumash. Haley and Wilcoxon discuss how the Chumash of today are 
prominent spokespeople for the environment. They describe how the Chumash have lived in 
balance with their surroundings for thousands of years, with recognition and understanding that 
in order for their cultures to survive and prosper, this balance must be maintained (Haley & 
Wilcoxon 1997). They describe how the Chumash people continue their cultural and spiritual 
relationships with their traditional lands whilst embracing the many issues that affect their lives 
as twenty first century Americans. 
In order for co-management and resilience to be effective, space must be created within 
national and international laws and policies for ‘for inscribing indigenous forms of cultural 
practice and through pluralistic approaches to legislative and policy development’ such as is the 
case of the collaborative initiative in the nomination of the Chumash Heritage National Marine 
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Sanctuary. Understanding international law and policy pertaining to Indigenous Knowledge and 
its associated rights is of utmost importance. Western scientists engaging with indigenous 
knowledge must seek to educate themselves on its local, regional and global context. Co-
management practices must be organized in such a way that indigenous communities are 
involved from the initial stages of decision making processes. The participation of indigenous 
communities should take place when multiple futures are still possible. With the involvement of 
indigenous communities at a strategic planning level, indigenous control of traditional 
knowledge is exercised. Focus on learning about the systems being managed, and the needs and 
values of Indigenous knowledge holders is necessary. In order to achieve successful co-
management, flexible legal frameworks need to be put in place that have space to adapt and 
change over time in correlation to the central Californian landscape. 
Where many approaches to knowledge integration are rooted in continuing operation 
through existing frameworks, the Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary embodies 
resilience theory, offering new ways in which to address complex socio-ecological challenges. 
Such a view of knowledge integration identifies opportunity in the flux of worldviews that breed 
complexity, offering an opportunity to revisit prior paradigms and collectively construct new 
global models of ecological, social and cultural conservation. 
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